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Abstract
It is rightly been said that necessity is mother of invention same scenario is here in power sector which is in demand for
some changes to fulfil the hunger of increasing demand of increasing population , to cater the requirement there are two
method either to opt for advance technology or go for optimum use of present resources which could be made possible by
reducing the losses , it can be curbed at small level like switching off appliances when not in use , at large scale it can be
done my making modification in the present cycle used for power production. This paper mainly deals with the reduce the
work input of gas turbine plant in auxiliary equipment, mostly in air compressor by reducing the work input through
intercooling and utilizing same heat energy for useful purpose using vapour absorption system.
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1.

Introduction

In this work attention is drawn towards use of better
technology and methods to use the energy resources, we
have both conventional and non-conventional sources in
nature which fulfil our day to day needs. We are being a
human being always search for better resources and
technology. Which could make our life simple and
comfortable, for this we are totally dependent on
machine, consuming power and its consumption is
increasing day by day. It is also stated and verified by our
scientist and scholars that no machine can run without
consuming power. Otherwise it would be perpetual
machine, second thing no machine can convert energy
input into usable form 100%. Presently gas turbine plants
solar powered plants are gaining importance because they
are using the clean source of raw material as well raw
material Availability is al-so there as both work on
renewable resources, natural gas and Sunlight. Here gas
power cycle thermodynamic study is done with
modification in intercooling technique used until.

1.1 Gas Power Plant
In gas power plant “Brayton cycle” is used for power
production is shown in shown in fig. 1.
All these process are can be accompanied in two ways.
Either in closed cycle or in open cycle. In closed cycle
same fluid is circulated again heat addition and heat
rejection process is carried out with the help of heat
exchanger.

Figure 1: Layout of Gas turbine Power Plant working under
Brayton cycle [20]
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1.2 Vapour absorption system of refrigeration
Refrigeration and air-conditioning is a application of
thermodynamics in which comfort is provided to human
being as well it aims at protecting the perishable goods at
varying environmental temperatures.
Refrigeration is practiced from very early period when we
use to store water in earthen pots, in which water at the
boundary of pots is evaporated by the surrounding air, the
water which evaporates takes the heat of water present in
the pot and thus cooling effect is seen.
Today we are facilitated with mechanical refrigeration
system which use mechanical energy to carry out
refrigeration effect as it includes evaporator, condenser,
compressor/pump, and expansion device. In vapour
absorption system which found lesser application to those
of vapour compression system we use low grade energy
resources to that of other refrigeration device in this we
use generator, pump, and absorber working with heat
which is low grade energy heat against the compressor
which uses high grade mechanical energy.
Refrigeration effect producing capability of a machine is
defined with the help of term called coefficient of
performance, in heat engine it is termed as efficiency. It is
given as ratio of desired effect to work input/ heat input.
Difference in vapour compression system and vapour
absorption system is shown in table 1.
Table 1 Difference between VCRS & VARS [22]
Vapour Compression
System (VCRS)
Coefficient of
Performance =
Desired Effect/Work
Input to Compressor

Vapour Absorption System
(VARS)
Coefficient of Performance =
Desired Effect/ Heat Supplied to
Generator

It uses compressor for
creating pressure
difference

It uses heat energy and variation
of concentration as driving force
between evaporator and absorber

2.

Literature Review

Cheung et al [1] carried out Performance assessment for
multistage absorption cycles of 11 multistage multi-effect
absorption cycles which include water lithium bromide,
ammonia water and their cascade configurations,
increment in no of stages is done by them to increases the
no of absorption cycle and by increasing the effect they
made maximum use of available energy from a stage, in
this work evaluation is made for air conditioning
applications with the help of energy balance and mass
balance across each component taking temperature of
evaporator to be 4°C and temperature of condenser 35°C.
A no of cycle 8 in no were selected for a detailed
simulation. The result shows that highest COP was
obtained for approach temperature of 0°C in which three
stage water lithium bromide cycle was cascaded with two
single stage ammonia water cycle.
M.Gordon et al [2] conducted a design and analysis of a

general thermodynamic model for absorption chiller, in
this they derive the relation to show the effect on
coefficient of performance due to varying cooling rates.
Model analysis results are compared with performance
data of already published works and found model analysis
was useful when chiller performance and coefficient of
performance of chiller varies with time.
Chen et al [3] carried out evaluation of a refrigeration
cycle working on solar energy as well as electricity
further to improve efficiency of combined cycle principle
of a heat transformer is applied because solar energy can
only be fruitful if it is continuously available so for this
thermal reservoir is required but here a source of
electricity is used in place of it when solar energy is not
available. A thermodynamic model was formed and with
help of computer program its performance is evaluated.
Present work COP, and parameters were compared with
those of traditional vapour absorption system. Which
shows that present work overcome shortcoming of
currently running vapour absorption system. Horuz [4]
did theoretical study on performance comparison between
water ammonia and lithium bromide water based vapour
absorption system the study include the comparison of
system using two different refrigerants that is lithium
bromide water and ammonia water solution and
parameters COP, the cooling capacity and other
parameters are studied and concluded that ammonia water
solution is less efficient than lithium bromide water
solution but it is free from effect of crystallization. Talbi
et al [5] conducted theoretical study of energy recovery
from exhaust gases of diesel engine for air conditioning
and its effect on performance. Earlier the exhaust from
such resources have been utilized for combined heat and
power applications here in this work performance of four
different configuration of a turbocharger diesel engine
and absorption refrigeration unit is studied. They
examines the interfacing of Vapour Absorption
Refrigeration system with diesel engine and estimate the
performance enhancement. It is found that pre-intercooled
turbocharger engine configuration cycle offers
considerable benefits. Kalinowskia et al [6] did study for
application of vapour absorption which is used for waste
heat recovery from low temperature in the LNG recovery
process. They found Liquefied natural gas recovery
process require low temperature cooling which commonly
uses vapour compression system but due to high power
consumption it is substituted by vapour absorption system
which is powered by waste heat of electric power
generating gas turbine reducing overall energy
consumption. In their study a potential replacement of
propane chillers with absorption refrigeration was
analyzed and found that single effect ammonia water
vapour absorption system could replace propane chillers.
Engler et al [7] carried out a simulation and comparative
investigation of ammonia water absorption cycle for heat
pump applications. They found that in residential and
small commercial ammonia water cycle can be used for
winter heating and summer cooling throughout the year
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with better COP then other alternatives. Several cycle
were analyzed from a single effect generator absorber
heat exchange with variations. Their objective was a
comprehensive study of various ammonia water cycles,
with varying operating conditions and varying design
parameters for comparing their performance by starting
from single effect system to varying its components and
analyzing effect of each component which showed COP
has increased from 0.5 to 1.08. Da-wen sun [8] carried
outperformance comparison of the ammonia water and
ammonia sodium thiocyanate and NH3 –LiNO3
absorption refrigeration system. he compared the three on
the basis of air conditioning application where he found
that ammonia water solution can be replaced with the
above two mentioned substitutes with the help of a
computer program and found that performance of sodium
thiocyanate was better than other two. Aleixo Manzela et
al [9] did experimental study for vapour absorption
system using engine exhaust gas as energy source. In their
work they represented experimental study of the exhaust
gas energy availability and the effect of absorption system
on the engine performance, the exhaust emissions and the
power economy of the vehicle. For this they tested a
productive automotive engine in bench test dynamometer
and absorption system connected at the exhaust pipe.
They tested engine at varying opening of a throttle valve
that is 25%, 50% and 75% respectively. The refrigerator
reached a steady state after operating for 3 hours, but it
depends upon engine throttle valve opening. Results
showed that Addition of vapour system reduced the
carbon monoxide emission but it increases the emission
of hydrocarbons. Shenyi Wu et al [10] carried out
experimental study that can be seen in vapour absorption
cycle. In their work they opt for multistage multi effect
vapour absorption system compared to those of single
effect and double effect, in this multi stage they use
generator at high pressure after double effect to run the
double effect system with the moto to utilize input heat
three times to improves the efficiency. Fathi et al [11]
carried out study of an irreversible model of solar
operated absorption refrigerator. General solar
refrigerator uses the solar collector and refrigeration
system and operates between two limits that is maximum
COP and providing maximum cooling capacity. They
work for a new system in which not only irreversible
effect due to heat conduction would be considered but
also friction, eddy and other effects would be analyzed, as
these affect the working of absorption system when it
operates continuously. They derived the analytical
relations of the optimal refrigeration COP and maximum
cooling capacity of the system. Also comparison was
made with the earlier results of single stage absorption
system. They obtained results which describe the optimal
performance of varying temperature values to 4 different
level thus absorption refrigeration affected by
irreversibility. Jose´ Fernandez-Searaet al [12] carried out
mathematical analysis of crucial matter of water effect in
ammonia water absorption system of refrigeration effect

with flooded evaporators. They analyzed the effect of the
ammonia purification and liquid entrainment and
blowdown from evaporator, for this they developed
mathematical model based on single stage vapour
absorption system with complete condensation. For the
purification of ammonia analysis is done through
murphee efficiencies of the stripping and rectifying
sections of distillation column.
M. Mostafavi [13] carried out thermodynamic analysis of
diesel cycle combined with absorption refrigeration unit
for naturally aspirated diesel engine. The analysis was
made on the basis of laws of thermodynamics which help
to formulate mathematical relations amongst network, the
exhaust gas temperature of the diesel engine as a function
of pressure ratio and temperature ratio of the cycle. These
relations helped in calculations of magnitude of thermal
energy available and the amount of thermal energy
required for running of vapour absorption system. The
variations in work output of diesel engine and its
efficiency at different configurations as a function of
cycle pressure are given and a diagram has also been
plotted for cooling capacity required for air conditioning
purpose. Alberto V et al [14] did design and modelling for
heat recovery from trawler chiller fishing vessels to run
an on board ammonia water absorption system. In this
synthetic oil was used as a heat transfer medium and
worked in closed cycle as it is re-circulated. It used two
heat exchangers fluid to solution heat exchanger and gas
to fluid heat exchanger. Modelling is done and verified
using computer programs, these help in study of influence
of geometric design parameters and thermal operating
condition on the heat exchanger and thermal performance
of system. Ahmed et al [15] carried out the study based
on thermodynamic parameters for integrated ammonia
water absorption refrigeration system and marine diesel
engine. In their study they found marine diesel engine
utilizes only 48% of the energy supplied rest was released
to atmosphere as a waste to water which is used as a
coolant now they integrate the diesel engine with vapour
absorption refrigeration system to utilize this waste
energy also reducing load on coolant.
Mathapati1 et al [16] carried out study on vapour
absorption system using LiBr-water solution for air
conditioning of the automobile using the waste heat of
same automobile which was earlier going into waste in
the atmosphere. They did mathematical modelling for the
utilization of the exhaust coming out of the internal
combustion engine. Cooling load of the vehicle is
estimated and feasible study is carried out for calculating
energy available in exhaust gas of the automobile.
Balaji et al [17] carried out study on utilizing waste heat
of sugar industry in their study through use of vapour
absorption system. They work with the aim to reduce the
dependence of industries on fossil fuels as fuel price is
increasing day by day by exploiting maximum to its waste
exhaust, as in sugar industry turbine exhaust carry a large
amount of waste heat. This amount of energy which was
earlier going in waste now employed to run the vapour
15
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absorption system using LiBr-water solution in single
effect and describe various parts of vapour absorption
system. Bajpai [18] carried out design and analysis of
solar operated vapour absorption system. In his work he
aim to produce the cooling effect in which he opt for
both vapour compression system and vapour absorption
system but found that vapour absorption system to be
better alternative because of low power consumption as
well as lesser moving parts. Then he calculated the
parameters required for solar panel to fulfil the heat
requirement of the generator. Bhore et al [19] did
designing for experimental analysis of heat recovery
using Vapour Absorption system of waste heat of internal
combustion engine. They have opted for ammonia water
solution for waste heat recovery and utilizing this system
for the air conditioning process.
After going through rich literature it is found that the
vapour absorption system has been a topic of research
from very early period because of increasing dependence
on fossil fuels and reduction in fossil reserves day by day,
also cycle and process presently used such as vapour
compression system for refrigeration, rankine cycle in
power plants, Brayton cycle in gas power plants, internal
combust-ion engine of automobile all of these uses high
grade of energy and due to irreversibility in the process
they reject large amount of heat which is discharged in
the atmosphere as a part of low grade energy. The second
law statement given by kelvin-planck and clausius also
emphasis that no heat engine or machine can produce
power by consuming 100% of the available energy. Also
to maximum energy can be obtained from the energy
source when it reaches its dead state according to the
availability postulates. For day to day process
surrounding environment is supposed to be the dead state
but the energy carrying fluid which leave the device is not
at dead state and possess some amount of thermal energy,
kinetic energy and pressure energy, many device had been
invented by our great scholar till date like organic
Rankine cycle which work on the principle of Rankine
cycle but uses organic fluid like R134a for waste heat
recovery from the cycle, it is mostly used as bottom cycle
coupled with Rankine cycle which is used as top cycle in
combined cycle plant. In present work waste heat
recovery is done for the purpose of air conditioning and
refrigeration which is in present demand because the
device presently in use are vapour absorption system
single stage, cascaded vapour absorption system which
make use of compressor, consuming large amount of
power. So to reduce the power consumption in our day to
day life and increasing efficient use of present resources
and reducing wastage, air conditioning and refrigeration
process is carried out with the help of vapour absorption
system.
In terms of gap identified, all the cycle studied and
analysed till date worked mostly with LiBr-H2O solution,
also till now no one worked for gas turbine power plant
waste heat recovery using vapour absorption system
though models have been formulated with the organic

Rankine cycle using as a bottoming cycle in waste heat
recovery accompanied with heat recovery steam
generator. The main objective of this paper is to utilize
waste heat of gas turbine plant for the purpose of
providing human comfort using vapour absorption
system, and to reduce the thermal load on the atmosphere
which was due to use of water as a coolant in thermal and
gas plant which releases waste heat to ponds and
atmosphere.
3.

Thermodynamic Analysis of Gas Power Cycle

Gas power plant have got rich history in electricity
generation from gas turbine was carried out using natural
gas in early 1930/1940 in Switzerland with the output of 4
megawatts then reheat gas turbine was developed in 1945
with a world record of 10 MW with increasing its
capacity to 40 MW in Switzerland. Then development in
gas power production increases just like fire in forest.
In1961 the first combined cycle plant began operation in
Austria. Its generative capacity was 75MW after that gas
power plant working on combined cycle increased
exponentially. One reason seen was that of its greater
efficiency and lower emission than any other plant.
Gas power plant is a compact in working to that of
thermal plant because it accommodate compressor,
combustion chamber and turbine in a single part.
Combustion and expansion process is assumed to be
isentropic and work on fundamental law of expansion and
compression here air is reference because gas power cycle
woks on atmospheric air as a working which is supplied
energy through burning of fuel, natural gas is used as fuel
in gas power plant. In this paper, the above relation is not
taken into consideration for compression and expansion
process. Because it work on an assumption that specific
heat is constant for air with varying temperature, but in
actual practice specific heat of air vary with temperature,
also compression process is always accompanied with
change in temperature of air between two states.
For isentropic process in which specific heat varies with
the temperature then for that case
P1/P2 = Prelative1/Prelative2
P relative 1= exponential (s1/R)
After compression fluid that is air in compressed form
pass to air pre heater it is also a type of heat exchanger in
which heat of exhaust gases leaving the turbine is utilized
to preheat the air this preheated air is passed through
combustion chamber where by burning of fuel which is
mostly gaseous fuel (natural gas), chemical energy is
changed to heat energy in the presence of the dense air.
So this high pressure and kinetic energy carrying gas
impinges the turbine fixed and moving blades arranged
alternatively. Thus passing over the blade of the turbine
the pressure energy of gas is transformed to kinetic
energy imparted to the rotor also kinetic energy of the gas
is delivered to the rotor of the turbine.
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3.1 T-S diagram of gas power cycle
T-S diagram for gas power plant working cycle is shown
in figure 2 showing the process occurring in the gas
power cycle. In this diagram process 1-2 represent the
isentropic compression process followed by isobaric heat
addition process 2-3 at this point gas is taken out from
turbine and send for reheating process 4-5 after reheating
of gas it is again impinged on the blades of turbines,
reheating is mainly done to remove moisture attack on the
blades of turbine which is due to condensation of gas (gas
contains water vapour after process of combustion as a
by-product). After leaving reheater it is expanded
isentropically during process 5-6. In T-S diagram it is
clearly shown that work of expansion is more to that of
work of compression and at last exhaust gas is released in
atmosphere for open cycle and in case of closed cycle it
reach at its original state.

is no need for intercooling, whereas for axial compressor
used in gas turbine compression is done for a large
amount of fluid which is circulated per second so in this
case intercooling is done. The cooling Process is isobaric
process that is it takes place at constant pressure, and the
gas is cooled to the initial temperature at each stage of
intercooling. Multistage compression with intercooling is
especially attractive when a gas is to be compressed to
very high pressures. In the P-V diagram and T-s diagram
drawn below shows the effect of intercooling on work
done on the compressor, in this air is taken at inlet
condition of pressure p1 and temperature t1 and undergoes
to compression process thereby attaining pressure px and
temperature t2. So to minimize the work done expression
for work done equated to zero and this results in
intermediate pressure.
Px= (P1*P2)0.5
The temperature of the fluid is reduced to initial condition
as that of the inlet to calculate the minimum work done.
3.3 T-S diagram and P-V diagram for intercooling
In figure 3. T-S diagram is shown in which process 1-2
which was earlier following straight line follows zig-zag
path showing that at intermediate pressure fluid
temperature is reduced to its initial value

Figure 2: T-S diagram for gas power plant [21]

3.2 Intercooling
Intercooling is a process of heat transfer from hot fluid
coming out of first stage of compression to the fluid
which circulates the heat absorbed and released in
atmosphere. Intercooling is required for compression
process for reduction in compressor work and increase the
overall work output of the cycle because a large portion
of turbine work goes in compression process. Heat
rejection in intermediate stages of compression is
beneficial with use of intercooler but use of aftercooler is
not required to fulfil any purpose. The intercooling is
done to reduce the specific volume of the fluid, as with
increase in pressure temperature of fluid also increases
due to which its specific volume increases significantly
and compressor has to handle a large volume of fluid thus
increasing the overall work input. For pressure regulated
devices such as pressure hammer, pressure regulated
valve, compression is carried out in single stage and there

Figure 3: T-S diagram for Intercooling [21]

The P-V diagram showing compression process following
polytropic process with and without intercooling is
depicted in figure 4 it shows this shows that area under
the curve is reduced when the process is followed by
intercooling as in P-V diagram area under the curve gives
the amount of work done on compressor and it is our aim
in this work to reduce the work done.
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Figure 4: P-V diagram for intercooling process [21]

3.4 Entropy Calculation
Entropy measure the degree of randomness, for a process
entropy is always associated and entropy change of
isolated system is always positive. Entropy concept was
originated from the clausius inequality in which equality
sign is for reversible process and inequality for
irreversible process. Entropy change is always equal to
net transfer for a process across the boundary to the
temperature of boundary. A process is said to be carried
out when there is change in state of system from one state
to another. Entropy change can be calculated for both
reversible and irreversible process for irreversible process
entropy change is equated to that of entropy change for
reversible process if both the process are carried out at
same end states hence entropy is property which depend
on the states not on the path followed.
Properties of air utilized in this work are taken from
thermodynamic table 2 with initial condition of air at
temperature of 300K and 1bar pressure
Table-2 Air properties
Temperature
Enthalpy
Relative
in degree
in KJ/Kg
pressure
Celsius
Pr
300
300.19
1.3860

Entropy
s0

400

400.98

3.806

1.99194

410

411.12

4.153

2.01699

1.70203

3.5 Thermodynamic Analysis of Vapour Absorption
Cycle
Vapour absorption system was developed by a French
scientist to overcome shortcoming of vapour compression
system in which compressor is used to extract the vapour
from the evaporator and compress the large volume of the
vapour, so the vapour absorption system was invented
which uses heat energy instead of work for producing
high COP. Vapour absorption system work on a principle

of chemistry “ like dissolve like” in which some liquids
which have great affinity of absorbing large quantity of
vapours and converting their state from vapour to liquid,
reducing their volume significantly. A vapour absorption
system is a heat operated device in which the refrigerant
is continuously absorbed and liberated from the
absorbent. In absorption system refrigerant is absorbed by
the weak solution of refrigerant in water which is coming
out of generator. This weak solution absorb the vapours
of ammonia and hence lowers the pressure in the absorber
to absorb more and more refrigerant, absorption of
ammonia refrigerant by weak solution is exothermic
process so some cooling is also provided to increase
cooling capacity.
This strong solution formed in the absorber is pumped to
the generator with the help of a pump, which is then
heated by some external means to remove the refrigerant
vapours, these vapours passed to the condenser where it is
converted to a high pressure liquid ammonia then this
ammonia pass through throttle valve to the evaporator
where it absorb heat of substance to be cooled in form of
latent heat of vaporization and produce the required
cooling effect. But in addition to above process there is
need for some auxiliaries to increase the efficiency of the
system and make it economical it includes analyzer, a
rectifier and two heat exchangers. Such that vapour
generated in the generator contains some amount of water
vapour in addition to ammonia refrigerant which would
choke the flow passage in the condenser, in order to
remove these vapours rectifier is used. Before reaching
the rectifier it is passed through analyser where removal
of water takes place in analyser vapours of ammonia are
brought in contact to the aqua richest in ammonia and by
cooling the vapour with water as a coolant. As in this
work aqua ammonia absorption system is being used for
waste heat recovery. So for design and analyses it is
necessary to represent the process on the concentration
enthalpy chart, for design parameter to be selected is the
temperature and pressure of condenser and evaporator. In
present work water is taken as a coolant in condenser at a
temperature of 250C so for this saturation temperature
pressure to be calculated as 10 bar.
In evaporator considering condition of positive pressure
and protecting from condition of vacuum pressure is
assumed to be 1 bar and for this saturation pressure
temperature for “R717” found to be -330 C. secondly for
heat load estimation from gas plant it is found that
refrigeration effect of 14 TR is required in evaporator so
for these values calculation is done. In this work analysis
is done with the help of tables generated from the (Ziegler
and Trepp,1984; Patek, 1995; Xu and Goswami, 1999 and
Alamdari, (2007)correlations solution made available by
“Shankar Ganesh, N” in his phd work.
3.6 Flow chart of vapour absorption system
The figure 5 shows the flow chart of single effect vapour
absorption system following the path of ammonia
18
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refrigerant passing through different components like
evaporator, condenser, generator, pump, and analysis is

started with condition of condenser and evaporator load.

Figure 5: Vapour Absorption System flow chart [22]

3.7 Computation of Relative pressure
Entropy as defined in above discussion shows that it is
function of internal energy and enthalpy, internal energy
is a function of specific heat at constant volume and
temperature similarly enthalpy is a function of specific
heat at constant pressure and temperature. It is the
property of specific heat that it vary with temperature so
with variation in temperature specific heat would also
vary and thus entropy which is dependent factor of both
internal energy and enthalpy would vary with temperature
so entropy is analyzed in two ways.
Entropy change for constant specific heat
s2-s1 = cv,avg ln (t2/t1) + R ln (v2/v1)
s2-s1 = cp,avg ln(t2/t1) – R ln(p2/p1)
Entropy change for variable specific heat
s2-s1= s02 - s01 – R ln (p2/p1)
where s01= entropy with respect to zero degree reference
temperature
for isentropic process s2-s1= 0;
and thus

p2/p1 = exp(s02 - s01 / R)
p2/p1 = exp(s02 / R) / exp(s01 / R)
exp(s02 / R) = prel,1
exp(s01 / R) = prel,2
prel,1= relative pressure at 1st state
prel,2= relative pressure at 2nd stage
Assumptions made in the vapour absorption System are
1. Steady state condition.
2. Friction in pipes is neglected.
3. Compression process is carried out at entropy
change zero.
4. Pure refrigerant is flowing through condenser
and evaporator in vapour absorption system.
5. Effectiveness of heat exchangers used is 100%.
6. Mass flow rate is unity in gas turbine operation.
With the help of figure 6 analysis is done. It is seen that
gas power plant is operating without intercooling process
with following conditions
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Figure 6: ammonia VAR system [22]

Assuming air is taken from atmosphere which is available
at temperature of 298k and at this value enthalpy of the
air is calculated with the help of table which is
298.18kj/kg.
In this work assuming compression is taken to be
isentropic as mentioned above also taking condition of
variation of specific heat with the temperature so for this
condition, using concept of relative pressure in which
condition at another state is calculated as follows,
definition of relative pressure is already made in chapter 3
of this work.
Prelative1= r*P relative 2
Where r = pressure ratio for compression process it is
taken from 6-20 for optimum values of operation .in this
work compression ratio taken is 8.
Prelative1 = 1.3543
So Prelative2= 8 * 1.3543
For this value of Prelative2= 10.834
Temperature and enthalpy is found with the help of
interpolation
Temperature = 536k
Enthalpy= 540.51 kj/kg
Therefore work done for this process = enthalpy after
compression – enthalpy at inlet of compression process
Work done = 540.51-298.18 = 242.33 kJ/kg
Case 2nd as this done in this work with modification of
present cycle and shown in figure 7 in case intercooling
process is carried out for compression process so
calculation of work input in this case is given as,
Intermediate pressure for compression process is given as
,Pintermediate= (Pinlet*Poutlet)*0.5

Work supplied to compressor = 2*work supplied in single
stage
But Poutlet / Pinlet= 8;
Therefore Pintermediate / P inlet= 8^0.5
P relative intermediate= (8^0.5)*1.3543 = 3.8305
For this value of intermediate pressure Tintermediate and
hintermediate is calculated
T intermediate = 400.69k
hintermediate= 401.60kJ/kg
Work done = 2*(hintermediate- h inlet) = 2*103.4 =206.8 kJ/kg
Amount of heat rejected = mass flow rate of air*
Cp*change in temperature = 1*1.005*(400.69-298)
= 103.20 kJ/kg
Calculations for vapour absorption system For absorption
system calculation is started from condenser liquid and
temperature of the coolant in this work water has been
taken as a condenser coolant which is available at a
temperature of 250C so for this temperature pressure is
taken to be 10 bar from figure 7 above at point 6 with
condition of pure ammonia refrigerant vapour with
quality 100% enthalpy is given by
H6= 1480 kJ/ kg (“from EES software after defining
parameters”)
Point 8 in figure 7 shows the condition of pure ammonia
refrigerant in liquid which loses its latent heat in the
condenser to the water flowing through it. So enthalpy at
condenser outlet is;
H8= 316.8 kJ/kg
Point 9 is the state of the refrigerant after passing through
throttle valve.so enthalpy at this point is
H9= 316.8
20
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3.8 Analysis of system using lithium bromide absorption
system
In above method coefficient of performance of vapour
absorption system was found low using single effect
vapour absorption system using ammonia water solution
so work is further done with the recovery of waste heat of
system using vapour absorption system with lithium
bromide in double effect operating mode using ees
software with the following pictorial representation.
In figure 7 analysis made using double effect lithium
bromide system is shown, this figure shows that waste
heat of intercooling in compression process is going in

high pressure generator of double effect VAR system, it
helped in analyzing the problem and solving the problem
using software, in the software programming was done
starting with evaporator and various input parameters
used was waste heat gas temperature, evaporator pressure,
evaporator working temperature & temperature of
condenser.

Figure 7: Combined cycle with intercooling using liBr-H2O
VARs [22]

4.

Result and Discussion

4.1 Variation of COP with generator temperature
Figure 8, shows that COP of the double effect vapour
absorption system firstly increases with generator
temperature and then become constant and at higher
temperature it decreases.
Where tg= generator temperature (K)
0.984
0.98
0.976

COP

After that it passes through the evaporator and absorb the
heat of substance to be cooled and change itself from
liquid to vapour state by absorbing heat in form of latent
heat.
H10= 1418 kJ/kg
For the calculation of mass flow rate of ammonia
refrigerant in the evaporator assuming refrigerant load of
14TR.with the given heat input at generator
So for producing refrigeration effect of 14TR amount of
refrigerant circulated is
Mammonia* (h10-h9) = 14TR
Mammonia= 0.0447 kg/s = 0.45kg/s
Temperature of air at inlet of generator which is
supplying heat to the generator is 127.54 0C
The concentration of weak solution leaving generator is
calculated with the use of tables and chart given in the
references. Using method of interpolation at 10 bar
pressure, with taking values of temperature at different
concentration using enthalpy concentration chart So from
method of interpolation it is found that value of
concentration; that is X=0.186
Now calculation of concentration of strong ammonia
solution leaving the absorber is found as follows
Concentration of strong solution = concentration of weak
solution + gasifying factor
Gasifying factor in this work = 0.044
Therefore the concentration of strong solution is
0.186+0.044 = 0.23
The enthalpy =355.637 kJ/kg = h5 =h5a
From figure-6, it is found at point 5 solution is strong
solution whose enthalpy is calculated using chart and
tables at pressure of 1 bar which is evaporator pressure at
which it is maintained as mentioned earlier in the
previous discussion. From point 5 strong solution pass
through the pump at a higher pressure with condition of
5a, but enthalpy at this point is same to that of point
5.Similarly enthalpy of weak solution leaving the
generator h7= 423.36 Heat given by the generator is;
Overall mass balance for absorber
Mammonia+ M 7b= M5;
Ammonia mass balance for the absorber
Mammonia+ (0.186) M7b= 0.23* M5
Heat supplied to the generator, M5b* h5b + Qg = M7b*h7 +
M6*h6

0.972
0.968
0.964
0.96
350

360

370

380

390

400

410

tg
Figure 8: showing variation of COP with generator temperature
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the system is more at lower temperature of generator.
Where tg= temperature of generator (K)

Figure 9 showing variation of COP with the condenser
temperature it shows that as the temperature at which heat
is rejected into atmosphere increases from the present
work data of 400 C to higher values COP of the system
starts decreasing.
Where tc= condenser temperature (K)
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4.2 Variation of COP with temperature of condenser
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Figure 9: Variation of COP with condenser temperature

360

4.3 Variation of COP with evaporator temperature
Figure 10, shows that with increase in temperature of the
evaporator i.e. the temperature at which heat is absorbed
by the system increases there is simultaneous increase in
the COP of the system.
Where te= evaporator temperature (K)

390

410

0.2
430

4.5 Effect of temperature of condenser on first and
second law efficiency of the system
Figure 12, shows the variation of condenser temperature
on COP and second law efficiency of the double effect
system, showing that as the temperature at which heat is
rejected to atmosphere increases it would lead to decrease
in COP and second law efficiency.
Where tc= temperature of condenser (K)

0.9813
COP

0.9813
0.9813
0.9812
COP

370

tg [K]
Figure 1: Variation of first law efficiency (COP) and second law
efficiency (η second) with the temperature of generator
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Figure 12: Variation of first law efficiency and second law
efficiency with temperature of condenser
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Figure 10: Variation of COP with evaporator temperature

4.4 Effect of temperature of generator on first and
second law efficiency of the system
Figure 11, shows that COP increases with generator
temperature to a particular point then become stagnant
and after that decreases whereas second law efficiency of

4.6 Effect of temperature of evaporator on first and
second law efficiency of the system
Figure 13. shows effect of variation of evaporator
temperature on first law efficiency(COP) and second law
efficiency, showing that both first law and second
efficiency increases with increase in evaporator
temperature i.e. more the refrigerating effect with given
heat input more would be efficiency of the machine
22
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according to first and second law.
Where te= evaporator temperature (K)
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Figure 13: Variation of first law and second law efficiency with
evaporator temperature

Table-3 shows that with decrease in temperature of
generator first law efficiency of the system decreases
whereas second law efficiency increases when
refrigeration load is kept same because at lower
temperature exergy destruction reduces as shown in the
table above.
Table-3 Showing variation of VAR parameters
With generator temperature (tg)
Tg (K) COP
COPcarnot
EDR
ηsecond law
421
411
401
391
381
371
361
351
341
331

0.9865
0.9839
0.9809
0.9776
0.9739
0.9697
0.965
0.9596
0.9535
0.9462

3.963
3.715
3.455
3.181
2.893
2.589
2.269
1.93
1.571
1.191

3.017
2.776
2.522
2.254
1.97
1.67
1.351
1.011
0.6482
0.2589

0.2489
0.2648
0.2839
0.3073
0.3367
0.3745
0.4254
0.4972
0.6067
0.7944

Table-4 Showing variation of VAR parameters with generator
temperature ( tg)
Tg (K)

COP

421
411
401
391
381
371
361
351
341
331

0.9865
0.9839
0.9809
0.9776
0.9739
0.9697
0.965
0.9596
0.9535
0.9462

Qa
(kJ/kg)
83.06
83.06
83.06
83.06
83.06
83.06
83.06
83.06
83.06
83.06

Qg
kJ/kg
1719
1632
1545
1459
1373
1287
1203
1119
1035
952.8

R
kJ/kg
2351
2351
2351
2351
2351
2351
2351
2351
2351
2351

Conclusion and Recommendations

The following conclusions can be drawn from above
result
(i) Temperature of generator and heat supplied to
generator greatly affect the cop of performance of
the system in this double effect liber water vapour
absorption system accompanying two heat
exchangers shows that COP increases with
temperature of generator and heat supplied till a
particular value of COP then decreases.
(ii) The exergy destruction ratio is less at lower
temperature of generator.
(iii) Second law efficiency of system decreases with
increase in temperature of generator.
(iv) The COP is decreasing its value from 0.981 as the
temperature of condenser increase so it shows that
with increase in temperature at which heat is
rejected to atmosphere it will decrease system COP.
(v) The COP of single effect system was less than
double effect.
(vi) Temperature increase of condenser lead to decrease
in second law efficiency.
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